
M A J O R
P R O J E C T

Crit #2 - Commodity



COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS

Review competitor’s websites on
their functionality, their content and
their visual style, to figure out
components they execute well, as
well as ones that could be improved

take inspiration from well-designed
websites, that do not necessarily
create the same content as my
project will display



STUDY TUBE



STUDENT BLOGS



OFFICIAL WEBSITES



based on hypothesis, to be tested later on in
the UX research process

took friends and colleauges as inspiration

 a good first overview of who I am designing
for

USER PERSONAS



Anyone who is planning to
apply to a university in the near

future, who might need
assistance in where to apply,

what they need to provide and
how to stand out amongst others

PROSPECTS

TARGET
AUDIENCE



"When I am looking to apply to 
 University, I want to be able to submit
a good application, so that I can stand

out amongst other applicants.

SOPHIE

Age: 17 years old 
Occupation: Sixth Form Student

INTERESTS

Reading
Drawing
Playing games
Cooking

FRUSTRATIONS

gets stressed and overwhelmed 
 very quickly
as she is a perfectionist she gets
really competitive

PERSONALITY

Creative
Introvert
Busy
Stressed
Competitive

GOALS

To get into one of her top 5 choice
universities
to manage the application process
while not forgetting antything
important

MOTIVATIONS

Content
Convenience
Design



Anyone who is planning to
apply to a university in the near

future, who might need
assistance in where to apply,

what they need to provide and
how to stand out amongst others

PROSPECTS

Anyone who has already applied
to university and is seeking help

during the processing of
applications

APPLICANTS

TARGET
AUDIENCE



"As an applicant I want to know the
different step sof applying, so that I can

stay updated on the process."

JAMES

Age: 20 years old 
Occupation: currently seeking
employement/education

INTERESTS

Cycling
Walking his dog
Gaming
Coding

FRUSTRATIONS

does not quite know what his path
in life is yet
does not know much about the
University application process

PERSONALITY

Extrovert
Outgoing
Motivated

GOALS

to find a university with good
societies
to feel part of a community

MOTIVATIONS

Content
Convenience
Design



Anyone who is planning to
apply to a university in the near

future, who might need
assistance in where to apply,

what they need to provide and
how to stand out amongst others

PROSPECTS

Anyone who has already applied
to university and is seeking help

during the processing of
applications

APPLICANTS

Anyone who is already studing at a
university or about to start and
might feel lost or anxious about

the big change in their life.

CURRENT STUDENTS

TARGET
AUDIENCE



"As a student I need to know what to
expect once I start University, in order

to prepare accordingly."

MILLIE

Age: 25 years old 
Occupation: part-time Barista

INTERESTS

Fashion
Theatre
Going out

FRUSTRATIONS

unorganised interfaces confuse her
not being able to find the
information she's looking for

PERSONALITY

organised
friendly
loyal

GOALS

to gather knowledge about job
opputunities after University
to live alone for the first time and
gain important life skills

MOTIVATIONS

Content
Convenience
Design



Anyone who is planning to
apply to a university in the near

future, who might need
assistance in where to apply,

what they need to provide and
how to stand out amongst others

PROSPECTS

Anyone who has already applied
to university and is seeking help

during the processing of
applications

APPLICANTS

Anyone who is already studing at a
university or about to start and
might feel lost or anxious about

the big change in their life.

CURRENT STUDENTS

TARGET
AUDIENCE

Anyone who works at Universities
and who wants to learn more about

the process their students go
through

UNI STAFF



"When I get a new intake of students, I
want to know about different things

they go through, so that I can support
them i nevery way possible."

STEPHEN

Age: 59 years old 
Occupation: University Lecturer

INTERESTS

History
Reading
Gardening
Long Walk

FRUSTRATIONS

gets confused with technology
sometimes
does not know hoe to help his
students with certain problems as
he is unaware of them

PERSONALITY

kind-hearted
warm
captivating

GOALS

to make sure he supports his
students wherever he can
to  make their start to university life
easier

MOTIVATIONS

Content
Convenience
Design



USER JOURNEY MAPS

path of a typical user

from problem, to solution

valuable in understand your user's
experience



USER JOURNEY MAP

James got an email from a
University he applied to. In

the email they use terms
such as 'fee assessment'

and 'level 3 qualifcations'.
He only understand what

they mean to a certain
extent.

PROBLEM

The site he's clicked on is
a subpage of my website

for people like James,
applicants. He finds a list

of university related
terms explained, what
they mean and what is

required of him.

MY PAGE

James goes to his
preferred web  browser

and does a  quick search
of the terms. He finds a
multitude of resources.

WEB SEARCH

The resources he finds
while browsing all

explain one of the term
but not all of them and

not within the right
context. That's when he
finds 'website title here'.

BROWSING

James finds the answer to
his questions and also get

presented with the next
steps, he will have to take

to action the emails
received from the

university.

SOLUTION



CONTENT PLANNING 01 Check-lists before applying,
during the process and after

02 Tip&Tricks on how to stand
out among other applicants

03 Lists of university specific
terms explained

04 Ferquently asked questions
compiled through research

05 Student accommodation 
 starter pack

06 A collection of easy and
budget friendly recipes



THANK YOU.


